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VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR GUIDED ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES IN ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS

BY

WALTER HAUSER
Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., Lexington, Mass.

Abstract. It is the purpose of this paper to develop a general method for obtaining
approximate solutions to the problems of the propagation of waves in a guide which
may only be partially filled with material having tensor electromagnetic properties.
With the introduction of an appropriate dyadic Green's function we are able to obtain
a formal solution to the problem in terms of an integral involving the field vectors in
the perturbing rod. The reformulation of the original problem in terms of an integral
equation enables us to construct a variational principle whose extremal value is insen-
sitive to a great range of trial functions. The extremal value of the variational expression
from which the integral equations for the field are derivable is shown to be proportional
to (70 — y2), the difference between the square of the propagation constant of the wave
in the empty and loaded guide. Normal modes in terms of which an expansion of the
dyadic Green's function is obtained are defined. In the last section we demonstrate the
ability of the variational method to improve the results obtained by perturbation
methods obtaining a first order approximation for the propagation constant of a wave
in a rectangular guide containing an infinite ferrite slab.

Introduction. With the use of ferrites in the design of microwave gyrators, circulators
and nonreciprocal transmission systems, one has become interested in the problem of
cavities and waveguides containing materials having tensor electromagnetic properties.
In general, such a problem is extremely difficult and tedious. One is almost impelled to
look for approximate solutions. In those problems where the material fills but a small
part of the cavity or guide, or where the electromagnetic properties of the perturbing
material differ but slightly from those of the empty guide or cavity, perturbation theory
has been somewhat successful in obtaining first order approximations [1], There exist
a number of problems, however, to which perturbation theory yields poor or no results.

This paper is the first of a group of papers in which we shall concern ourselves with
the development and application of a general method for obtaining approximate solutions
to the problems of waveguides and cavities containing materials with tensor electro-
magnetic properties. The method is an extension of the work of Schwinger [2] on the
problem of isotropic obstacles in cavities. With the introduction of an appropriate
dyadic Green's function we are able to obtain a formal solution to the problem in terms
of integrals involving the field vectors in the perturbing material. While the resulting
integral equations are not any easier to solve, there exists the advantage of being able
to construct stationary expressions for the quantities of interest from which the integral
equations for the fields within the material are derivable. Consequently, we have a
very powerful method for obtaining approximate solutions for these quantities. In
this paper, for example, we concern ourselves with the problem of the propagation of
waves in a guide which may only be partially filled with a rod of uniform cross-section.
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In this case, the first order variation of (yo — 73), the difference between the square of
the propagation constant of the wave in the empty and loaded guide, is zero with respect
to similar variations of the fields in the rod. Berk [3] has treated these problems obtaining
variational principles which yield the differential equations satisfied by the electro-
magnetic field. His expressions, however, are not applicable to lossy media in general,
and furthermore require a knowledge of the fields everywhere within the guide. Our
method in addition provides us with a systematic way of improving the trial wave
function, thus permitting us to improve upon the results obtained by perturbation
formulae.

While the full use of the variational method consists of the substitution of trial
functions with unknown variational parameters followed by the calculation of the sta-
tionary quantity, we may at times obtain good first order results by simply substituting
completely determined trial functions. In such cases the variational expression reduces
essentially to a perturbation formula [4]. It has the advantage, however, of furnishing
the best amplitude of the trial field within the perturbing rod.

I. Integral equations for the electromagnetic field. The problem of a waveguide
partially or completely filled by a rod of uniform cross-section permits separation with
respect to the coordinate of the guide axis which we choose as the z-axis. Assuming an
exp (jut) time dependence, we can write the electric and magnetic fields as

E(x, y) exp [j(«< + 7z)]

and

H(x, y) exp [j(ut + yz)]

respectively, where 7, the propagation constant, is in general a complex quantity.
In terms of E(x, y) and H{x, y), the z independent parts of the electromagnetic field,

Maxwell's equations in a region free of charges and currents reduce to

(V, + Tlk) X E = — jcoy-H, ^

(Vi + 57k) X H = joje-E.

e is the tensor electric permittivity, and y is the tensor magnetic permeability of
the medium filling the guide. In the usual manner, by taking the curl of Maxwell's
equations one obtains the wave equations satisfied by E and H. We find

d X d X E — co2e0/u0E = w2mo(e'-E) — jcod X (y'-H), (2a)

and

d X d X H — cd2€0/UoH = co2c0(y'-H) + jcod X (e'-E). (2b)

We have set
d = V, + nk,
8 = €oI + e',

y = /iol + y',

where I is the unit dyadic, and e0 and Mo are scalars whose choice depends on the problem
at hand.

From the form of Maxwell's equations, we realize that the boundary conditions on
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E, H, B, and D are not affected by the introduction of tensor t and y. Across a surface
where e or y or both change discontinuously, the tangential components of E and H,
and the normal components of B and D are continuous. At a conducting surface we
shall require the tangential component of E and the normal component of B to be zero.

At this point we should also like to introduce the adjoint-fields, E" and H°, which
we take as the solutions of the equations

d" X E" = jwH°-y = jcoB\

d"XH'= -jcoE°-e = -ju D",

where d° = Vi — jyk-
In the case of lossless media where e and y are hermitian [5], E° = E* and H° = H*.

In the case of lossy media, the adjoint fields may also be simply related to the fields
E and H. For example in the case of lossy ferrites, taking Lax's form of the magnetic
permeability tensor [4], having its diagonal elements even in <o and its off diagonal
elements odd in u,

y, y, u) = H(x, y, — y, — «),
and

E"(x, y, y, a>) = E(z, y, — y, — u).

Consider now the problem of a waveguide of cross-section (Si + S2) with region St
occupied by a material having tensor electromagnetic properties. We are confronted
with the problem of solving Eqs. (1) within the two regions subject to the boundary
conditions stated above. To do so, we* employ the help of the dyadic Green's function
which satisfies the differential equation

d" X d° X Z"(x|x') - coVoZ0(x|x') = I«(x - x') (3)

everywhere in the guide, where x = xi + yj.
The Dirac delta function <5(x — x') = S(x — x')S(y — y'). We further require Z°

to satisfy certain boundary conditions at the boundary of the guide. The Green's function
N°(x|x'), which satisfies the condition

n X [N"(x|x')] = 0

when x lies on the boundary of the guide, we refer to as the electric dyadic Green's
function.

Analogously the dyadic Green's function, M°(x|x'), which satisfies the condition

nX[d'X M°(x|x')] = 0,

when x lies on the boundary of the guide, we call the magnetic dyadic Green's function.
For the solution of the fields in problems where either E or H is divergenceless, we

further require the respective dyadic Green's function to satisfy the condition

d°-Z°(x|x') = 0.

We now rewrite Eq. (3) in the form

V, X (d° X ND - jyk X (da X N°) - k20Na" = «5(x - x'),
where we have set k\ = co260mo and N ° = N°-«. a is an arbitrary vector introduced in

*We follow closely the work of J. Schwinger [2] on the problem of obstacles in cavities.
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order to simplify the handling of the dyadic Green's function. Taking the dot product
of Eq. (2a) with N ° , the above equation with E and subtracting, we find that

E-«5(x - x') = V«-[Na° X(dXE)-EX(d'X NJ) + ju X (y'-H)]
+ w2Ho(t'• E)• N; - ju(da X NXy'-H).

Utilization of Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions satisfied by the tan-
gential components of E and H, leads to*

E(x')• a = coVo / N°(x|x')-t'-E(x) dS - jo, f [d° X N0"(x|x')H»'-H(x)] dS. (4)

/ V( • P (x,y)dxdy = f n • P ds.

The magnetic field may be computed directly from the previous equation through the
use of Eq. (1), or it may be obtained by utilizing Eq. (2b) and the magnetic dyadic
Green's function. By repeating the steps which led to Eq. (4), we obtain

H(x') • a = co2e„ f dS + ja> J (da X M„a)-(e'-E) dS. (5)

With the help of the reciprocity relations satisfied by the Green's functions it is readily
shown that the two methods for obtaining H are equivalent [6].

Utilizing the two dimensional Green's second identity

J [A°• (d X d X B) - B (d° Xd'X A")] dS

= ^ n■ [B X (d° X A°) — A" X (d X B)] ds, (6)

we find upon setting

and

that

A" = Z°(x|x')

B = Z,(x|x"),

Z(x"|x') = [ZG(x'|x") f,

where Z+ is the transpose of Z. Similarly, setting

A" = d° X M°(x|x')

and

B = N,(x|x"),

we obtain

d" X Ma(x"|x') = [d X N(x'|x")]7'.

II. The normal mode expansion of the dyadic Green's function. Our next task is

*We have used the two dimensional Green's theorem
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that of finding an explicit expression for the dyadic Green's functions. Such an expression
can, of course, take the form of an expansion in terms of the complete set of vector
eigenfunctions satisfying the homogeneous equation

d*Xd*XA;- (k2„ + 72)Aa„ = 0, (7)

the boundary condition

n X A! = 0
for the electric modes, and the boundary condition

n X (d° X AD = 0
for the magnetic modes.

We can readily find such a set of vector eigenfunctions in terms of the usual normal
modes of the guide. If Etn and H,„ are the z independent parts of the z components of
the usual TM and TE modes of the guide, we find that the vectors

F»(a;, y, 7, 7» . w) = •
 k X V, H'„

7„ — io e0Mo

where

and

[-2 %- V, - ^kV. ,
l_7» — «oMo 7 J

E°n{x, y) = E*(x, y), H°n{x, y) = H*(x, y),

(8)

F„(>, y, 7, 7n ,£») = ■
2 ]T- k x V, Ht

7„ — O) eoMo

11 n
L7n — 0)2€oMo

- ^k]^,

satisfy Eq. (6) and the boundary conditions which have to be satisfied by the electric
modes. In addition they are divergenceless,

daF: = 0.

For completeness, we need another set of vector eigenfunctions whose curl is zero,

d" X f» = 0.
Such a function, which is the gradient of a scalar,

n = d ,
will satisfy Eq. (6) for

2 2
«n = — 7 ,

and the boundary condition n X = 0, if <pan = 0 on the boundary. In order however,
for the functions f° to form an orthogonal set among themselves, (they are automatically
orthogonal to the functions F„), we choose for the set of scalar functions 4>° , the set
satisfying the equation

(d"-d° + C= 0.
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Analogously we obtain the magnetic vector eigenfunctions, the divergenceless vector
eigenf unctions,

G»(:c, y, z, y, yn, u) = -

and the curl-less eigenfunctions,

L v, - ^k~jg;,,
L7» — w <oMo y J ^

2 ^2° k x v,#:.,
7„ — u 6oMo

£ = dv:,
with n • dVn — 0 on the boundary. The functions g° are orthogonal to each other and
the functions G„ if the scalar functions satisfy the equation

(d°d° + 0>'n2)Vn = 0.

We now demonstrate the orthogonality of the vector eigenfunctions as expressed by

f Fn-F:dS= , (a)

ftn-t:ds= ox», (b)

fin-¥:dS = 0, (c)

f Gn-G:dS = XX, , (d) (10)

J g„-gm d/S = ^5nm , (e)

J Gn-g° dS = 0. (f)

Equations (a), (c), (d) and (f) are readily obtainable through the use of Eq. (6), whose
right hand side vanishes if A and B are both either electric or magnetic vector eigen-
functions. From Eq. (7) it then follows that

(kI - kI) J K Bm dS = 0.

Equations (b) and (e) can be shown to hold since for 0n being any scalar function

J (d0"(d°0 dS = J V,-(W°0 dS - / <Ud°-dX) dS

= / v,;[(dO«] d,s-/ W-d8„dS.

If now 6n satisfies the equation

d°dae; + 0,^° = o
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and the boundary condition satisfied either by <£„ or \p„ , we have that

f dem-d°en dS = f eme°n dS

= o>lj ome: dS. .

Thus if ul oi * the left hand side must be zero. We assume that degenerate eigen-
functions have been orthogonalized. It is readily shown that the divergenceless electric
and magnetic vector eigenfunctions are related through the equations

d X Fn = —jo>n0Gnan (11)

d X Gn = jo>t0F„j3„ ,

and

where

— for TE modes
7»

and

ft. =

7n kl + 72 - 7n
7 kl

7. kl + 72 - 7n
7

for TM modes

for TE modes

— for TM modes.
7n

The functions F„ and fn together form a complete set of orthogonal vector eigenfunctions
which may be used to represent any vector field having zero tangential component on
the boundary of the guide. Similarly the set of orthogonal vector eigenfunctions G„
and g„ may be used to represent any vector field satisfying the same boundary conditions
as those imposed upon the magnetic vector eigenfunctions. We should thus be able to
write

N°(x|x') = E a„F° + £ bX , (12)
n n

and

M"b(x|x') = Z o£G°n (13)
n n

Realizing that the normal modes satisfy Eq. (2) with t' and y' equal to zero and
k20 = co2«oMo replaced by {ku + y2), we find

An(x') • a = (4 + 72 - kl) f A„(x) -Z°(x|x') dS

as a solution of Eq. (7). Inserting expansions (12) and (13) for the dyadic Green's func-
tions into this integral equation, and utilizing the orthogonality relations (10), we find
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that

F„(x')-g
f2 - yl)A

-f»(xQ a
kfrl '

(72 ~ 7»)A2 '

b„ =

_ G„(x') •«
a" ~ (t2 - 72)a2 '

and

K   r^-T
gn(x')-tt

kWn

We have thus found the expansion of the dyadic Green's function in terms of the
normal modes,

N"(x|x') = £ F:2(x)F"S^ "pi f"(X)of2(X° , (14)
» (7 — 7n)A„ fco ~ 0„

and

M°(x|x') - E -k (15)
» V7 — 7n)An Ko > Vn

For those problems where N or M is taken to be divergenceless, the sum over the fn's
or g„'s respectively, except for the terms which are also divergenceless, are not to be
included.

III. Variational principles. Tn terms of the normal mode expansion of the dyadic
Green's function

[J C «'-Eds]f.(x')
em -± fm-. - tLJ" a. J , o<o

n = 0 (.7 — 7n) «0 „-0 "n

where having set
E„ = 0„)1/2F„ ,

and
H„ = (a„)I/2G„ ,

J'n = [/ SV.E dS + (aA)1/2 / ds]. (17)

Taking the curl of Eq. (16) yields

y^H(xO = jr H„(x') - H(x'). (18)
Mo *-o (7 — 7»)

We note again, that in those problems where E is divergenceless we shall omit the
last sum in Eq. (16), except for the f„ term which is also divergenceless.
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Analogous to the foregoing we find

/E'V-f. dS
W(x) _ f (J'nYKix) _ 0>Vo A J ~
E(X)~ „4-o(t2-72o) 0? t(X) (19)

and

= £ _ H.w> (2Q)
Mo (7 - yl)

From the wave equations satisfied by the electromagnetic field and the normal modes,
we obtain

V,-[E X d" X K + (d X E) X E; — jwK X (v'-H)] + (y2 - 7»)E:-E

= co'moESV-E - Md* X EHHy'-H).
It follows therefore that

j: = (72 - 72) / e:-e ds/pnAi. (21)

We can fix the amplitude of the field within the rod by restricting ourselves to fields
satisfying the condition / E£-E dS = (j3„),/2Al , where E0 is the unperturbed guide
solution whose perturbation we seek. Thus,

Jo = (7 - y*mrU2, (22)
and utilizing Eqs. (16) and (18), it follows that

(/omrI/2A2 = o,2MoZ>; , (23)
where

Do = f E°e'E dS + — J H° y'-y' H dS + J H° y' H dS
J_ j3,AUniJ'S ....
w"mo h (72 - 72) ( )

0) /ip
"T" b2 ^

[_f CV-Eds][| E°e'-fn rf(s]
v nft- 0 n-0 "n

We can now set up a variational principle from which integral equations (16), (18),
(19), and (20) are derivable. Combining Eqs. (22) and (23) we obtain the expression

(72 - ylWuo _ J-oiJoY ,9K.
A2 - Dl ' {25)

It is readily shown that the first order variation of the right hand side of Eq. (25) with
respect to the fields, subject to the condition

Jo = (Jo)" = AV/xo(/3o)1/2A„2 (26)
yields the integral equations for the electromagnetic fields within the rod. Since expression
(25) is amplitude independent, this condition will be automatically satisfied.

Quite analogous to the foregoing we can obtain another variational principle yielding
the integral equations one would obtain starting with Eq. (5). These integral equations
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are

J •ITT /—7\ 2 \ [ glv'-KdSIr.Hn(X ) U fp LJ J ,H(xO = £ 7^4 ~ 1? £ ~^J «.(*'). (27)
r. 17 7»j «0 t. In

e'-E(x') _ ^ M,)'/2rA(i')"4- (72-7D _E(X)' (28)

and their adjoints.

J* = S [/ H" v' H dS + (aA)1/J / E»c'-E d,S]

" = (72 - 72) / h; h dS / a„X* .

(29)

Restricting ourselves to solutions which satisfy the condition / HJ • H dS = (a0) 1/2X? ,
we find

J™ = (7S " 7o)(«o)"V2 (30)
and

(Jir(ao)-UX = co\Dmo , (31)
where

Dm0 = j- J E'e'e'E dS + / E'e'E dS + J H° y' H dS

j_ ^ aXJZiJiy
co2eo & (72 - 7n)

■ to t0 ^
~r /2 2

«o »-o

The variational expression from which these integral equations for the fields within
the rod are derivable is

(T2 - 7o)co26„ r0(JZ)a

AS D o (32)

IV. Application of the variational principle. In the present application of the vari-
ational principle, we are interested in demonstrating its usefulness in improving the
results obtained by perturbation methods. Consider the problem of a rectangular wave-

"■** O

Fig. 1. A single ferrite slab in a rectangular waveguide.
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guide containing a thin ferrite slab, transversely magnetized and placed against one of
the sides of the guide (Fig. 1). The-exact solution of the problem [7] leads to a complicated
transcendental equation for the evaluation of the propagation constant. We shall obtain
the first order perturbation of the propagation constant of the lowest propagating mode
of the guide, the TE10 mode, for which

(F0) =

0

iojuo . irx
~ir/LSm L

0

and (a0G0) =

jy ■ tx
t/L smL

0

irxcosr

The transversely magnetized ferrite slab has a tensor magnetic permeability

Mi 0 )K

(y) = Mo 0 10

j* 0 Ml.

where mi and k are functions of the frequency and the external DC magnetic field [8].
The electric permittivity, e, is a scalar, and E therefore divergenceless.

For first order results, the choice

Etriol = AF0 ,

where A is a constant to be determined, is as good as any other. Its use in the perturba-
tion formula

(72 - To) -P- = f Fo-t'-E dx + [ aoGSV-H dx = i'0 (33)
03 Ho J J

which can be obtained from Eqs. (17) and (22), and is equivalent to perturbation formula
(7) of [4], leads to the result

(y2 - yt)Ai A , . Mo |>? - Ml - k2\ , "1
2 — 1 / /T\ 2 <*\l \ 2 \ 2 2 I U22co /x0 A) w L\ Mi K / J

r 2k y j
2/2 2\ /j &12

w LvMi — « ) v/L

(34)

where

We have set

, rs . 2 irx i 7 rs . tx irx 7
dn = J sm -jr- dx, d12 = J sm cos -j- dx,

J rs 2irx, , .2 «2Mo L
W22 — J COS U/X > 3-11(1 Aq ^ j j 2 ^ *

Htrial = — 2"^ 2 ~ M0CC0G0 2^° 2 (j X Go)ao
Ml — K Ml — K

and have kept only those terms which yield terms of the second order in S or less, except
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for large values of e, where in the expressions containing e we have kept terms yielding
terms of the third order in S or less. We have also neglected the integrations with respect
to the y coordinate as they all yield the same value or zero.

We find the perturbation result to be dependent on the amplitude of the trial field.
In this problem for which an exact solution exists, one is able to obtain an estimate of
the amplitude. In general, ho.wever, we are not as fortunate, and in such cases Eq. (23)
may be used to obtain a first order approximation of the amplitude. Setting E = Ae
and H = ylh we find from Eq. (23) that

A = , (35)
w Mo-^o

where

Oo)* = / ea-e'-F0 dS + J h"-y'-(a0G0) dS

and
A2®'0 = D'0 .

Combination of Eqs. (33) and (35) yields the variational expression

T2 - 7o .2 i'od'oY /orn =  A0 = (36)
u2Ho

Before evaluating 1j'0 let us note that since the fields are independent of the y coordinate,
we can find a closed dyadic Green's function satisfying the differential equation

d' X d" X N(®|®') - fc20N(x|x') = 18(z - x'),
where

Such a dyadic Green's function is given by

N(®|x') = Nj(x|x') + N2(x|®') - ^(d'd'-N, - d"d'-N2),
AC o

N^xlx') = ER1(sc|x/)

where the scalar Green's function

1 cos k(x — x' — L) x > x'
Sfti(a;|a;') = — OJ . 1T2k sm kL

and satisfies the differential equation

,cos k(x — x' + L) x < x'

+ k2% = -5(x - x').ax

N2(a:|a:') = — ii9J2 + + kk9?2
where

9J2(x|x') = -pr,—1 , j cos k{x + x' — L)- 2k sm kL
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and
k2 = kl- 72.

In terms of this dyadic Green's function

= J e'-t'-edx + J h°y'h dx + ^ J h" y' y' h dx

— JJ e°-e'-Nr(:r|x')-t'-e dx dx'

~ jo If (h°'tf,)"d' X [d° X N(x|x')]r-(i»'-h) dxdx'

+ jo, JJ (e° • e') • [d° X N(x|a;')]r-(y''h) dxdx'

-jo, JJ (h°-|i')-[d X Nr(x|x')]-(e'-e) dxdx

+ TO°]"
Inserting the trial fields, we find that to first order

®o = 0o)°
Ml — K

or
2 2

A =^=^.
Mi

Thus

(,- -rS)|- d" + (lJ 4. " | (f), A. ■ (37)
It might be of interest to note that the amplitude one finds utilizing Eq. (35) is the
limit of the exact amplitude as 8 becomes very small.

In Fig. 2 we plot y for a wave at 9000 mcps as a function of S, as computed from the
above equation, for a ferrite slab having a magnetization of 3000 gauss placed in an
external DC magnetic field yielding an internal value of 1000 oersteds, and compare
the approximate results with the exact calculation of Lax and Button [7].

While the full use of the variational method consists of the substitution of trial
functions with unknown variational parameters and finding the values of these param-
eters which make the variational expression an extremal, we see that we may at times
obtain good first order results by simply substituting completely determined trial
functions. In such cases the variational expression will yield better results than the
perturbation formula with the same trial field.
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Fig. 2. Propagation constant for the TEi 0 guide mode perturbed by a single ferrite slab at 9000 mops
as a function of slab thickness.
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